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Short-Distance Atomic Beam Deceleration with a Stimulated Light Force
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We have decelerated a cesium atomic beam from thermal velocities down to several tens of mys
within only a 10 cm slowing distance. A bichromatic standing light wave was used to generate a
stimulated force exceeding the spontaneous force limit by a factor of,10 and extending over a
large, saturation-broadened velocity range. Because of the short slowing distance this method allows
production of very intense, continuous beams of slow atoms. [S0031-9007(97)02492-7]

PACS numbers: 32.80.Pj, 42.50.Vk
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The spontaneous light force exerted on atoms
scattering photons from resonant laser light is widely us
in cooling and trapping experiments [1]. Its magnitud
cannot exceed the fundamental limith̄kg, whereh̄k is the
photon momentum andg is the maximum scattering rate
for a saturated optical transition with natural linewidt
2g. This upper limit of the force sets a lower limit for
the distance required for the deceleration of atomic bea
[2,3], which typically is on the order of 1 m for therma
initial velocities.

It is well known that, in intense light fields, a much
stronger force can result from a directed photon trans
between counterpropagating laser beams; the force is
duced by cycles of absorption from one wave andstimu-
lated emission into the other one [4,5]. For an ideal, i.e
perfectly directed photon transfer, the corresponding tra
fer rate is given by the optical Rabi frequency. In practic
the magnitude of the force is limited by the efficiency o
the photon transfer and the available laser intensity.

A single high-intensity standing wave is a very bas
and well-studied situation with respect to stimulated lig
forces [4,6,7]. Transverse cooling of an atomic beam h
been demonstrated in an intense blue-detuned stand
wave by Aspectet al. [8], and a red-detuned standing
wave was used by Prentiss and Cable to slow down
atomic beam [9]. In the latter experiment, the avera
calculated slowing force did not exceed2h̄kg despite
the very high Rabi frequencies of up to,400g applied
in tightly focused beams. As we will explain, a singl
monochromatic standing wave cannot provide an efficie
photon transfer over a broad velocity range.

We use a bichromatic field of two collinearly super
posed standing waves. They have equal intensities a
their frequenciesv0 6 D are symmetrically detuned with
respect to an optical transition [Fig. 1(a)]. This produce
a stimulated force with nearly ideal properties for atomi
beam slowing: (a) it works for a two-level system, (b) it
magnitude is close to the ideal force resulting from th
perfectly directed transfer of one photon per Rabi cyc
and (c) its velocity dependence is of nearly rectangu
shape, combining a large width with abrupt flanks th
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well define the final slowing velocity. In this Letter, we
present a continuous short-distance deceleration of a
sium atomic beam achieved with this “stimulated bichro
matic force.” The slowing force exceeds the maximum
spontaneous force by a factor of,10 and acts within a
large velocity capture range of,50gyk.

A physical interpretation of the force, as first pointed
out by Voitsekhovichet al. [10], can be given using the
old idea of photon transfer induced by resonant opticalp-
pulses [4,11,12]: The light field can be viewed as tw
counterpropagating trains of resonant beat pulses,A and
B [Fig. 1(a)]. When thep-pulse condition is fulfilled,
i.e., when the Rabi frequencyVR associated with a single
monochromatic traveling wave fulfillsVR  spy4dD, the
effect of each beat pulse is to invert the atomic populatio
The pulse trains can thus force an atom to cycle betwe
its lower and upper state in such a way that it repeated
absorbs photons from one wave and emits them into t
other one; the corresponding transfer rate is given b
the beat frequency1yT  Dyp and the force is ideally
2h̄kyT [13].

FIG. 1. (a) Light-field configuration for the stimulated bichro-
matic force. (b) Theoretical force as a function of the atomi
velocity for D  39g, f  90±, and three different Rabi
frequencies. The narrow spikes are due to velocity-tune
“Doppleron” resonances.
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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Because of spontaneous emission, the relative be
phasef  2ptyT determines the favored direction of
photon transfer; heret is the time between a pulse from
A and a subsequent pulse fromB. Spontaneous emission
interrupts the repeated cycling in each transfer directio
and inverts the direction of the momentum transfer. Th
occurs at an average rate2gpe where pe is the time-
averaged population probability of the excited state. F
an asymmetric phase choice (f fi 0, p), pe differs for
both transfer directions. In an average over a time grea
than 1yg, repeated photon transfer in one direction i
then favored. The result is an average directed forc
An increase of thep-pulse repetition rate1yT ~ VR

leads to more transfer cycles between two spontaneo
emissions and thus to a higher, nonsaturating avera
force. For sinusoidal beat pulses, the optimum force wi
a magnitude of about̄hkyT is found forjfj ø py2. This
case represents the best compromise between the requ
asymmetry and the unwanted mutual pulse overlap.

The stimulated bichromatic force can alternatively b
interpreted in terms of dipole force rectification [14,15]
Forces of this class were studied in several experimen
for a variety of excitation schemes [16–20], mostly b
atomic-beam deflection.

We have calculated the velocity-dependent force (ave
aged over one wavelength) by numerically solving the o
tical Bloch equations for an atom moving in the light field
Typical force profiles are shown in Fig. 1(b) . An opti-
mum combination of large force and broad velocity rang
is found for1.0D & VR & 1.2D, which is close to thep-
pulse condition. The essential features of these profil
can be illustratively explained in a bichromatic dressed
atom approach [13,15,21]. In particular, the large widt
(on the order of2Dyk) of the velocity interval where a
strong force occurs is interpreted in terms of an exce
tional mechanism of energy transfer between atom a
light field: The kinetic energy of a decelerated atom i
transferred to the light field by astimulated conversion
of photons from one frequency component into the othe
which occurs with a rate of up to,VRy2p . The light field
can thus provide a power for accelerationdEkinydt  Fy

on the order ofh̄DVRyp . In a monochromatic standing
wave field as well as in all other considered bichromat
schemes [8,9,16–20] the atomic energy is carried aw
by transforming laser photons into frequency-shifted ph
tons [7] emittedspontaneouslywith a rate of only,g.
Since the average frequency shift of the emitted photo
is limited by the spatial modulation of the light shifts, the
power for accelerationFy is limited to h̄VRg. As a con-
sequence, in a single standing wave a strong stimulat
force,h̄kVR is restricted to velocitiesjyj & gyk.

In our experiments (Fig. 2), we use this stimulate
bichromatic force to continuously decelerate a therm
atomic beam. We therefore apply the force in a refe
ence frame moving with a velocityyc in the atomic-
beam direction so that it covers a substantial part of th
Maxwellian distribution. This is accomplished by shifting
at
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the two frequencies in the laser beam counterpropagatin
with the atomic beam down bykyc and those in the co-
propagating laser beam up bykyc. A two-level system is
realized with the Cs transition62S1y2sF  4, mF  4d !
62P3y2sF 0  5, mF0  5d at 852 nm ands1-polarized
light; the natural linewidth is2g  2p 3 5.3 MHz.

The four laser frequenciesv0 6 D 6 kyc required for
the stimulated slowing force are generated from the 600
mW output of a single-mode Ti:sapphire laser stabilized
to v0 1 D 1 kyc. The main beam is split into two
parts, one of which is shifted by22D in a 200-MHz
acousto-optic modulator (AOM). The two beams are the
recombined in a polarizing beam splitter and coupled int
a polarization-maintaining monomode optical fiber for
perfect mode matching. After the fiber the polarizations
of the two superposed beams are rotated to645± with
respect to the vertical axis and split by a polarizing beam
splitter. The two outgoing beams are linearly polarized
and contain equal parts of both frequency componen
v0 6 D 1 kyc.

The first of these two bichromatic beams passes throug
a second 200-MHz AOM, which shifts its two frequency
components by22kyc to v0 6 D 2 kyc. The beam
is then superposed antiparallel with the atomic beam
The second bichromatic beam (v0 6 D 1 kyc) passes
through an optical delay line for varying the relative bea
phasef. It is then sent through the rear window of
the Cs oven and superposed parallel to the atomic bea
Both beams have a diameter (1ye2 intensity drop) of
2.5 mm (65%). The power in each of the four frequency
components can be as high as 50 mW.

The atomic beam is formed by a 2-mm oven apertur
and another 2-mm aperture 11 cm apart. The oven
operated at a temperature of 80±C and its rear window is
heated to 120±C to avoid Cs deposition. The absorption
in the oven is smaller than 5% because the optical pa
inside the oven is short (5 mm) and an axially magnetize

FIG. 2. Experimental setup; for details, see text.
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rare-earth ring magnet is used to locally tune the atom
out of resonance.

We measure the longitudinal atomic velocity distribu
tion with a s1-polarized10-mW probe laser beam from
a narrow-linewidth distributed-Bragg-reflector diode las
(SDL-5712). The beam is overlapped with the atom
beam under a small angle of 50 mrad and its frequen
is slowly tuned over the velocity profile. The fluorescenc
intensity, which is proportional to the density of atoms
the Doppler-selected speed, is detected 1.5 cm behind
second aperture with a photomultiplier tube. Because
the large probe beam diameter (3.5 mm), the atomic be
is probed over its entire cross section. Every500 ms a
chopper wheel blocks the strong slowing beams for sh
100-ms intervals, during which we detect and average t
probe-induced fluorescence. The duty cycle for decele
tion of 0.8 multiplied by the distance 12.5 cm between th
oven and the detection region gives an effective slowi
distance of,10 cm.

A 50-mW s1-polarized repumping laser beam issue
from a second diode laser (not shown in Fig. 3)
overlapped with the counterpropagating atomic bea
under a small angle of,5 mrad. Its frequency is tuned
to theF  3 ! F0  3, 4 transitions and broadened ove
the Doppler width of the atomic beam (,500 MHz) by
modulating the diode current at 2 MHz.

To first demonstrate the efficiency of the bichromat
force, we choose a center velocityyc of 175 mys, i.e., in
the vicinity of the maximum of the Maxwell-Boltzmann

FIG. 3. (a) Representative force profile foryc  175 mys,
D  39g, VR  43g. (b) Measured atomic-beam velocity
distribution with (black) and without (grey) stimulated force fo
f  90±, yc  175 mys, D  39g, and 40 mW per single-
frequency traveling wave. (c) Same as before, but forf 
290±. Insets: Monte Carlo simulations of the experiment.
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distribution (220 mys). With a power of 40 mW per
single frequency component (160 mW in total) and a b
frequency2D  2 3 39g  2p 3 205 MHz, the veloci-
ty capture range is 120 mys. Continuous deceleratio
is demonstrated in Fig. 3(b): Atoms with a veloci
below 240 mys are slowed to 120 mys within only 10 cm.
The emptied velocity region coincides with the regio
where the stimulated force is large, as can be seen
comparison with Fig. 3(a). By displacing the delay mirr
by pcy4D  36.5 cm, we change the relative beat pha
f from 90± to 290±. This inverts the direction of the
stimulated force and produces a clear acceleration of
atoms [Fig. 3(c)].

We have performed simple Monte Carlo simulations
check that these measurements can be completely un
stood on the basis of calculated force profiles. We ha
taken into account the variation of the Rabi frequen
across the Gaussian laser beam profile (VR  57g in the
beam center and35g at the edge of the apertures) and t
variation of the beat phasef between,60± and ,120±

along the atomic beam [21]. As shown in Fig. 1(b), t
shape of the force profile changes significantly withVR

around its optimum value. This somewhat affects the m
nitude of the applied force and also the final slowing v
locity. Longitudinal momentum diffusion is modeled a
a velocity-independent process with a corresponding
fusion coefficient of0.5h̄2k2V

2
Ryg. Transverse diffusion

due to stimulated and spontaneous processes is neglig
because of the large laser beam diameter and the shor
celeration length.

The results of these simulations performed with 10 0
atoms per trace are shown in the insets of Fig. 3. Th
agree very well with the corresponding measurements:
position, height, and width of the cooled peak and even
tails of the velocity distribution are well reproduced. Th
experimental signals therefore contain no significant c
tributions of spurious effects, such as a residual spon
neous force or optical pumping. The simulations furth
indicate that the few atoms left inside the resonance reg
of the force result from the deviation from the optimu
matching ofVR to D in some parts of the Gaussian las
beam cross section. The spatial variation ofVR also gives
the dominant contribution to the observed widths of t
cooled velocity distributions.

In systematic measurements we have studied the
pendence of the slowed atomic distribution on the b
phase, the detuning of the mean frequency fromv0, the
total laser power, and the power imbalance between
beams [21]. The force is insensitive against deviatio
from the ideal parameters by610± in the beat phase
625 MHz in the mean frequency, and620% in the to-
tal power and power balance. These experimental res
agree well with corresponding calculated force profiles

By reducing the center velocityyc down to,100 mys
(Fig. 4), we have produced a continuous beam of sl
atoms with velocities in the 10-mys range, well within
the capture velocity of a standard magneto-optical tr
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The measurements in Fig. 4, taken with2D  2p 3

225 MHz, demonstrate the slowing from,180 mys down
to 27 mys [Fig. 4(a)] and from,160 mys down to8 mys
[Fig. 4(b)]. To optimize the flux of slow atoms we even
had to reduce the slowing force by using a power of on
25 mW per single-frequency component. This is becaus
for a full force of 10h̄kg, the stopping distance for atoms
initially at 160 mys is less than 3 cm, much shorter tha
the distance between the oven and the observation reg
in our present apparatus.

We now estimate the flux of slowed atoms produce
by our method. The total atomic flux of the uncoole
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution through the second 2-mm
diaphragm is5 3 1010 atomsys for an oven temperature
of 80±C (610±C). The flux of slowed atoms withy #

35 mys is5 3 108 atomsys [Fig. 4(a)]. According to our
Monte Carlo simulations, this flux can be substantial
increased by using a stopping distance of only 3–5 c
and by raising the Cs pressure in the oven by a factor of
(110±C). A loading rate for a magneto-optical trap of a few
1010 atomsys, similar to the highest loading rates obtaine
with the Zeeman slowing method [1], is realistic unde
the excellent vacuum conditions required for evaporativ
cooling and Bose-Einstein condensation [22–24].

We have demonstrated a very efficient method
produce continuous, intense, and slow atomic beams. T
rapid progress in high-power solid-state laser devices w
allow one to produce even larger velocity capture rang
and larger forces, since they both scale approximate
as the optical Rabi frequency. The unique properti
of the stimulated bichromatic force make it interestin
for many other applications in atom manipulation, atom
lithography [25], and atom optics [26], such as slowin
of rare gases or other, exotic elements with weak
not completely closed transitions [27], the transvers
collimation of dense, strongly divergent atomic beams, th

FIG. 4. Measured atomic velocity distributions with and
without stimulated force. (a)yc  110 mys and (b) yc 
91 mys.
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large-angle atomic-beam deflection, or the laser cooling o
fast ion beams in storage rings [28].
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